ONE WORD
To learn about the One Word Idea:

Visit:
https://mrcssharesease.wordpress.com/one-word-project/

Or Press:

\[\text{Mr.C's SharesEase}\]

What is the "One Word" idea all about?
Write it or share with a partner!
Brainstorm

In your Writing Book, brainstorm all of the possible words you may wish to choose as your "One Word"
Pick Your Word

Review all the words from your Brainstorm list and circle the word you wish to make your "One Word" this year!
Create!
On the paper provided, use different mediums to turn your word into art!
1. Use pencil to sketch your word
![Sketch of word](image1)
2. Add colour!
![Coloured sketch](image2)
3. Add background!
![Backgrounded sketch](image3)
Write/Blog About it

Write a paragraph explaining why you chose your "One Word".

Use the Success Criteria to guide you!

A sample of a student's Blogged paragraph is found on the following page.
Learning Goal: Our class is using their Blog to share their thoughts, opinions, ideas and answers in a clear and concise manner.

Success Criteria
I will use a strong topic sentence to introduce my topic.
I will share my ideas, opinions, thoughts and answers with clarity.
I will elaborate on my ideas.
I will use my personal voice.
I will provide a strong concluding sentence.
I will read my blog over and make it stronger/better, before publishing.
I will use the spell check tool before publishing.
Once I've published, I'll use the feedback given to me to make my blog even better, then republish when necessary.
Blog Student Sample
Write a paragraph explaining why you chose your "One Word".

My #oneword: Bayani (Jan 7, 2015 11:45 AM)

The word "Bayani" means to be a hero. This year I will use the meaning of this word to help be a hero in someone else's life by making them smile or being there at tough times, whether they are outside or inside of school. It also means that I will put others needs before my own. Sometimes I'll help out my mom with the dinner and/or the dishes before I go on my iPad, because I know she would appreciate me helping after work and school all day. Also by being a hero, you need to be positive no matter what, and to do this I will say "I can" instead of "I can't". Besides being positive I shall encourage people to be the best they can be and do the best they can. Another thing I can do is applaud people by saying "That looks amazing!", I can compliment people on their writing, clothing, and/or hair. If anyone remembers me, I'd like it to be in the best way possible.
Create Your Digital LOGO

Using SMART Notebook create a **digital logo** for your word. *Be creative!*

Some tips for using SMART Notebook tools can be found here: https://vimeo.com/116033046

Or by Pressing here:

See the next page for a student sample!
FROM Spectacular TO Spectacular
Our class has realized that we can...

One word can change the world!

Check out our website

https://mrcssharesease.wordpress.com/one-word-project/

or press to view our "One Word... Change the World" video